**SUPPLIES**

- Sweet Summer by Katie Pertiet Designer Cardstock
- Sweet Summer by Katie Pertiet 2” Border Strips
- Robin’s Egg Solid Core Cardstock
- Sunshine Solid Core Cardstock
- Real Seal Paper Punch
- Pearls & Brads Embellishment Kit
- Foam Mounting Squares
- Tape Runner
- String or jute

**INSTRUCTIONS**

1. Cut 4” x 5” rectangles from six Designer Cardstocks; notch bottom edge and punch holes in upper corners.
2. Print summer letters on Robin’s Egg and Sunshine cardstock (note that it prints reversed if you used provided PDF). Cut out letters and adhere to banner pieces with foam squares.
3. Trim or punch three circles from 2” Border Strip with Seaside Memories; adhere to letters U, M, and R.
4. Trim sayings from 2” Border Strip (sample uses: Kissed by the Sun, we are living the good life, toes in the sand); adhere to letters S, M, and E.
5. Make pinwheels: Cut five 4” square pieces from Designer Cardstock. Draw lines from corner to corner on back of each square; cut along line, stopping approximately 1/4” from center. Repeat for each square. Punch or poke small holes in one corner of each triangle and center of square; place brad from Pearls & Brads Embellishment Kit in one hole and then in additional holes, working in a clockwise manner. Place brad with corners into center hole; secure brad on back.
6. String banner pieces with pinwheels in between.
7. Punch three Real Seal pieces from six Designer Cardstock pieces. Score center of punched pieces and fold. Set aside keeping punches in sets of three. Starting with one stack of punched papers, adhere two punched pieces together on one side. Insert string and adhere third punched paper to complete.
SAMPLE